SHRMLV Remote Work Survey – 6/1/20
(99 Respondents)

Answer Key:
Yes – Green
No – Dark Blue
We will allow some of our workforce to continue to work from home post COVID-19 - Gold
We are considering allowing employees more flexibility to work from home some of the time post COVID-19 – Light Blue

Comments:
- Monitor – 4 responses
- Cell Phone – 2 responses
- Headset – 2 responses
- VOIP phone – 3 responses
- They can take their equipment home, but we won't purchase additional.
- Large PC monitors
- Office Supplies
- Ink, paper, office supplies
- Chair or any other equip if already an ADA Accomod
- Shredders
- Whatever may be needed for them to do their job
- Extra Monitor, keyboard, mouse

Other:
- Allowance for them to select what they need

- Whatever is needed within reason
- Labels, stapler
- It took a pandemic for mgmt to allow wfh. We haven't considered the supplies issue yet, but I expect print
supplies will be covered or reimbursable at least.
- Would supply all necessary supplies
- We allow employees to bring home the supplies they were using in the office.
- Any other office supplies needed can be expensed
- Envelopes, Stamps. any office supplies
- Any desk supplies that they need.
- Notepads, post it notes
- General office supplies: folders, clips, pens
- Will depend on role and needs

Answer Key:
- Employees purchase office supplies and submit for reimbursement - Green
- Employees are given a stipend/allowance for office supplies – Dark Blue
- Do not know/Unsure – Gold
- N/A Employees working from home are not reimbursed for office supplies – Light Blue

Q8 How is your company monitoring and tracking remote work?
- Trust/honor system- 12 responses
- Not tracking at this time – 10 responses
- Regular meetings with managers/manager review/communication with manager – 17 responses
- Activity monitor in Office 365 Analytics - 3 responses
- Productivity/deliverables being met- 12 responses
- Manager/Department head responsibility to monitor and track – 3 responses
- IT/Technology monitoring – 7 responses
- Non-exempts log/document their time –6 responses
- Skype Calls – 3 responses
- Electronic tracking system
- We have KPI's
- Employees entering time on Payclock
- Captured within WorkDay
- We utilize our internet-based record keeping systems and regular check-ins with supervisors through Microsoft
teams
- We use software called Harvestapp to track billable and nonbillable work, so in essence, all of their hours. If we
were not billable- I imagine it would be understanding the workload and assuring deliverables line up to
expectations.
- All programs are cloud based, including time entry and workflow tracking.
- Constant communication via email, zoom meetings, and telephone calls between employees and administration
is ongoing
- Managers are getting trained on managing remote workers and, for the most part, it becomes obvious when
someone is not working like they should be. IT can always trace use of the network account if necessary.
- All employees are exempt
- With a focus on results and availability to colleague
- Mostly the same as in office, based on production numbers and service complaints from customers,
- Weekly reports and meetings
- Projects turned in on set deadlines. Feedback from front line leaders on the support they are receiving from
those working remotely.
- Department heads are closely monitoring their work since we have weekly processing of payroll and A/P.
Invoices are still being paid monthly. Also, weekly remote staff meetings.
- Completion to pre-determined projects and work schedules.
- We are monitoring work output and the effectiveness of each person in getting their job done, instead of
focusing on other measurements.

- Anecdotally
- Division and department leaders have identified measurable performance metrics
- Reviewing activity numbers and results, just as when working in-office
- This is being left up to each individual manager to make sure the required work is being completed. We have not
had any issues or concerns with our staff working from home.
-Monitoring with Regular meetings and measuring productivity. Tracking through timekeeping system and special
labor codes
- Log in and out times along with emails and patient scheduling
- Constant communication / Zoom calls, customer interactions.
-We are a project-based company so whether in the office or remote all time is logged to the appropriate
projects. nothing really changed from this aspect.
- Production reports we run
- There are only a few of us working remotely. We are professionals paid to get a job done. Monitoring and
tracking is based upon completion of projects and daily workload. Remote work has worked well for us, but our
Senior Management team called us back to the office the day after Memorial Day.

Q9 – Additional comments on remote work
- We've increased the frequency of Teams virtual happy hours to help employees connect with one another.
- We finally have proof remote work is possible AND I think it will help us fill positions more effectively now that
remote work is better accepted by management.
- I think some employees are just as productive if not more so, and others are not as productive.
- It’s working
- We still have senior managers who are skeptical of remote work; so, it's unclear whether remote work will
continue after the pandemic.
- We have an excellent support staff and they have worked tremendously from home - no complaints at all. We
did not make them clock in/out. We trust our staff.
- We previously allowed associates to work from home on an as-needed/convenience basis but will look to
implement formal work from home guidelines and expectations as more counties move to yellow and working in
the office becomes voluntary.
- Not all employees like being home; others may take advantage of their new freedom. We need to work to keep
everyone connected and committed.
- Working for a senior living facility, I am fortunate to have the option to work from home because of the work I
perform. I feel safer not going in.
- Our company was always averse to this due to security concerns, but we have been pleasantly surprised how
well it is working.
- We may use desk sharing for employees who want to continue to work from home at least part of the time, but
employees have concerns about the safety of that.
-we are not able to hire office employees unless the existing supervisor is present to assist with training.
-The key in this environment is remaining as flexible as possible for safety's sake.
- Have noticed those working from home are doing less, and not meeting sales goals.
- They are doing the best they can under these circumstances. It has told us, however that we probably do not
need as many office employees as we have.
-Currently, all of our workforce who are able to are working from home. Once we are allowed to, all employees
will be expected to be in the offices again.
- We have been working from home as needed for the past 5 years.

